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Introduction

Green operations are a growing emphasis for companies and governments 

around the world, for both economic and environmental reasons. 

Laboratories in particular are the focus of energy reduction efforts. Across 

many industries, laboratories are a major consumer of energy due to the 

specialized equipment and ventilation systems that are necessary for safety 

and compliance.   

To appreciate the energy impact of laboratories, consider a few statistics. 

Compared to an office building, the average laboratory uses ten times more 

energy per square foot. Some laboratories uses as much as a one hundred 

times more energy.i  While much of this energy use is due to specialized 

equipment, a significant amount of energy in every laboratory is spent on 

ventilation. In fact, in many laboratories, up to 80% of the energy consumption 

is due to ventilation systems. ii,iii 

This paper looks at a major component of laboratory ventilation, the exhaust 

systems, and provides an overview of how energy use and costs can be 

effectively reduced in this area. 
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Why is it so important to reduce laboratory energy use in ventilation systems, 

and why exhaust systems in particular?

This paper focuses on exhaust systems because it is the one part of 

the ventilation system that has received the least attention in terms of 

energy optimization. While much attention has been paid to air supply and 

conditioning systems, little effort has been focused on reducing exhaust 

energy – even though it comprises up to 40% of the ventilation system’s 

energy use, and as much as 30% of a laboratory’s total energy consumption. 

Therefore, reducing energy use in laboratory exhaust systems promises 

obvious financial benefits. With energy costs likely to keep rising for the 

foreseeable future, it simply makes economic sense to reduce waste wherever 

possible. If there are unnecessary energy costs “going up in smoke” – and 

evidence suggests there is – then laboratories can expect to see their energy 

reduction efforts pay off in a tangible ROI.

But there is a reason beyond the financial, and it is more important in the case 

of laboratories than the casual observer might think. That reason is responsible 

citizenship and environmental protection. Indeed, the potential impact on the 

climate of reducing laboratory energy would be enormous.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that if half of 

the laboratories in the U.S. reduce laboratory energy use by 30% – a goal 

it considers possible – it would be comparable to reducing national energy 

consumption by 84 trillion BTUs. That’s enough energy to power 840,000 

households. Cutting laboratory energy by that much would be equivalent to 

“removing 1.3 million cars from U.S. highways or preventing 56 million trees 

from being harvested.” ii

With these facts in mind, it is hard to justify not optimizing laboratory  

exhaust systems.

The importance of the issue: 
financial and beyond
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There are at least two reasons why laboratory exhaust systems consume so 

much energy. One is the design of exhaust stacks, which historically have 

been kept short for aesthetic reasons. However, shorter stacks increase 

the exhaust load and result in wasted energy, because plume rise is directly 

related to stack height. The taller the stack, the less power required to reach 

the desired plume height; the shorter the stack, the more energy required.iv  

This is critical, because laboratories must maintain a minimum exhaust velocity 

to ensure safety and effectiveness. The American National Standards Institute 

(ANSI)v  recommends a minimum exit velocity of 3,000 fpm, and the American 

Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning  Engineers (ASHRAE)vi  

puts the figure at between 2,000 to 3,000 fpm. 

A second reason for the high energy consumption of exhaust systems is 

that they are typically maintained at full power on a constant basis – 24x7 in 

many laboratories. Furthermore, these settings are usually based on worst-

case scenarios for wind conditions and contaminants. In the case of wind, 

the worst conditions occur a small percentage of the time. And in the case of 

contaminants, the EPA states that “An overly conservative judgment about the 

potential  toxicity of an exhaust stream may result in a high-energy use exhaust 

system as volume flow or exit velocity is  increased unnecessarily.” The agency 

recommends that exhaust flow be based on scientific measurements of actual 

contaminants, adjusting exhaust flow accordingly to achieve “an exhaust 

system that yields acceptable air quality while consuming a minimum amount 

of energy.”vii 

Considering the above factors, it is very likely that in most laboratories, 

exhaust flow is set higher than needed a high percentage of the time, resulting 

in a significant amount of energy waste.

Why laboratory exhausts use 
so much energy
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The good news is that, by using automated monitoring and control systems, 

it is often possible to safely reduce energy use in laboratory exhaust systems 

by as much as 50% or more, which would reduce a laboratory’s total energy 

use by 15%. A paper published by Labs for the 21st Century and authored by 

Brad Cochran, Ron Petersen, and John Carter of Cermak Peterka Petersen 

(CPP), proposes three strategies for accomplishing this, based on replacing 

CV systems with Variable Volume Exhaust systems. The three strategies are 

summarized here:

Passive Variable Volume Exhaust. This approach allows a VAV system 

to control exhaust ventilation so that it matches the ventilation airflow 

requirements of the building. Care must be taken to ensure that the plume 

height – determined by stack height and exhaust momentum – is sufficient 

to ensure safety. This can be done by using exhaust dispersion modeling in a 

wind tunnel or by using mathematical techniques. 

Active VAV with Anemometer. Brad Cochran and his colleagues at Cermak 

Peterka Petersen have been in the forefront in formulating and applying wind 

sensitive active exhaust fan control.  This concept was presented as a study by 

Cermak Peterka Petersen in 2002. The client facility was Agriculture Canada’s 

laboratory in Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. The facility ultimately went with the 

simpler passive control concept. Cermak Peteka Petersen has continued to 

monitor this facility for its successful operation in the intervening years. 

This active approach involves using an anemometer near the stack to record 

actual wind conditions, which can then trigger adjustments in the VAV to 

generate the appropriate airflow. This improves on the passive VAV, which as 

noted earlier usually must utilize a single set point that assumes worst-case 

conditions. This approach is typically used with a building automation system, 

which has the automated monitoring and controls necessary to measure 

wind conditions and airflow rates, and make the necessary adjustments. It is 

recommended that physical exhaust dispersion modeling in a wind tunnel be 

used in designing for this strategy.

Active VAV with Chemical Monitor. Besides monitoring wind conditions, it 

is also possible to monitor the exhaust for actual contaminants, using any of 

the various sensors on the market designed for that purpose. In this scenario, 

the exhaust flow rate can be reduced when contaminants are absent or below 

threshold levels. As with the second strategy above, this approach is used 

in conjunction with a building automation system, equipped with automated 

sensors and controls. It should be noted that when the lower flow rates are 

active, the exhaust plume will be lower, but this should not be a problem since 

the exhaust is clean. It is recommended that exhaust dispersion analysis be 

used for the design of this type of system, using mathematical models or a 

physical wind tunnel.

Readers who would like to know more about these strategies are referred to 

the EPA paper, available at http://epa.gov/lab21gov/pdf/bp_modeling_508.pdf.

Strategies for reducing 
energy use
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While mathematical modeling and wind tunnel tests can provide valuable 

predictive data on exhaust safety and energy savings, the real test is in actual 

use. Field data suggest that the energy savings from optimized exhaust 

systems can be substantial.

For example, based on the experience of operating research laboratories that 

have used air quality monitors in their exhaust flow, it has been found that 

worst-case airflow rates are needed only about 12 hours per year – which 

means that lower set points could be used, if proper monitoring were in place, 

as much as 99% of the time. 

One laboratory was able to reduce exhaust-related energy use to just 10% 

of previous levels, through the use of a staged VAV system with anemometer 

control. This resulted in annual savings of $81,000, plus an additional bonus of 

$90,000 from the utility company for the conservation measures.

Obviously, the savings that can be realized depends upon each individual 

laboratory, the system, and the air quality requirements. But clearly, there is a 

significant opportunity to reduce energy use by optimizing exhaust systems.

 

Conclusion
 

Air quality is essential in any laboratory, for compliance as well as safety 

reasons, and exhaust systems play an important role in meeting this 

requirement. At the same time, exhaust systems are a major contributor to 

laboratory energy use.

Laboratories can reduce energy use significantly by optimizing their exhaust 

systems, with the use of modern technologies such as VAV controls, airflow 

and contaminant sensors, and building automation systems that can adjust 

airflow for actual conditions. Combined with dispersion analysis studies – using 

either mathematical models or physical wind tunnels – design engineers can 

specify exhaust airflows that will reduce energy usage while ensuring safe and 

compliant operations.

With energy costs rising, and likely to continue doing so, laboratories should 

consider upgrading their exhaust systems in order to realize substantial energy 

savings, as well as greener and more sustainable operations.

Adding up the savings
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